
Lenova is proud to unveil their exciting new linear drain and shower lines in addition to expanded vanity and sink collections 
at the 2017 Kitchen and Bath Industry Show in Orlando. Known for their ground-breaking and stylish designs, Lenova does not 

disappoint with this year’s debuts at KBIS. 

The stunning new PERMACLEAN APRON FRONT LEDGE PREP SINK from Lenova is a 
showstopper AND a workhorse! Available in a single or double bowl configuration, this sink 

offers a modern interpretation of a classic. The engineered platform ledge allows it to 
easily convert to a foodprep center when accessorized with an optional stainless steel 

colander, roll-up grid drainer, and bamboo cutting board. And, this new sink features Lenova’s 
PermaClean drain system – a seamless design that eliminates unsightly drain lines and creates a smooth high-

end look that is more sanitaryand includes removable splash guards and strainer baskets.

Your shower experience may never be the same. Introducing the new THERMOSTATIC 
SHOWER PANEL. This sleekly sculpted marvel of plumbing technology is an all-inclusive 
shower system that offers today’s most popular bells and whistles, such as a rain shower 
top, multiple body sprayers and a hand-held shower. The end result captures everything 
you could want in a home shower environment – luxurious yet practical, invigorating yet 
relaxing – and it delivers an amazing spa-inspired experience that is doubly impressive 
considering its surprisingly affordable price tag.

Lenova will also show off their new collection of LINEAR DRAINS with sleek designs 
featuring subtle yet distinctive grate lines. Crafted from premium quality Type 304 
stainless steel, these contemporary drains come in a variety of sizes and designs,  The 
adjustable-height metal legs allow for smooth leveling of the drain grate to the tile and 
the generously tapered slope of the frame ensures high-capacity drainage. The drains 
are all ADA compliant and UPC certified making them he perfect addition to chic showers 
in residential, hospitality or commercial spaces.

Permaclean Apron-Front Ledge Sink
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Lenova will display a newly expanded VANITY LINE with eight styles in a wide range of finish options. The new vanities are 
constructed of environment friendly - CARB (California Air Resources Board) certified, zero emissions solid hardwood that is 
engineered to prevent warping and last. The vanities are finished with a 16-stage wood preparation, sanding and finishing process 
including five layers of premium, environmentally-friendly paint. The line offers full extension adjustable under-mount soft close 
slides for drawers and 6-way adjustable soft close hinges for doors. The vanity tops are pre-drilled for faucets and available in 
granite or an integrated ceramic sink-top. A high-quality square design porcelain sink is included with the granite vanity tops. 
Lenova will also debut a full line of coordinating mirrors and medicine cabinets to complement the new vanities.

ABOUT LENOVA
Drawing inspiration from the beauty of nature, Lenova is known for spectacular sinks crafted by hand from a stunning array of 
materials, from globally sourced stone to sustainably harvested bamboo. Lenova has expanded their offerings to include a full line 
of kitchen and bath sinks, faucets, showers, vanities and bath accessories. Each product in the Lenova line is created by master 
craftsmen and backed by Lenova’s “No Worries” customer service philosophy. Lenova is committed to protecting the natural 
world that inspires its designs through eco-friendly business practices and is proud to offers its customers the finest in affordable 
kitchen and bath products. Lenova’s products have garnered the industry's top honors from Interior Design Magazine’s Best of 
the Year Award to the Decorative Plumbing and Hardware Association’s Most Innovative Product.

For more information, call 877-733-1098 or visit www.LenovaSinks.com.
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